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Based on the analysis of grain boundary energy change during the migration of grain boundaries a
statistic model of grain growth was developed in which both specific energy and mobility of a grain
boundary section were considered to be dependent on the grain orientations in both sides of the
boundary. It is shown that the textural effects, i.e. the anisotropy of grain boundary energy and
mobility, on the process of grain growth can be described quantitatively with the integrated partial
diffusivities of each texture component. It is found that the anisotropy of boundary energy causes an
increase on the critical grain size for the minor texture component and a decrease for the major
component. This leads to a texture strengthening, i.e. the increase of the volume percentage of the
major texture component, before a strong texture change occurs. The model predictions agree with
the experimental results well.
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INTRODUCTION

For the grain growth (GG) in the presence of textures, the specific energy ), and
mobility m of various grain boundaries (GBs) are different due to the anisotropy
of GBs. Generally, a small angle GB has much smaller values of , and m than
those of a large angle GB. Such anisotropy of GBs inhibits the process of normal
GG, leads to a change of the kinetics of GG and may result in a marked
abnormal GG (secondary recrystallization) if the textures are strong enough.

Theoretical treatments of normal GG in 2-dimensional case have been given by
J. von Neumann (1952). By integrating around the grain perimeter he found that
the growth rate of a grain’s area, A, can be specified by the number of sides, N,
with:

dA

_
MT(N 6) (1)dt 3

Assuming that the average GB curvature could be represented by (1/Rcr)-
(l/R), with R being the grain size defined by the radius of the volume-equal
sphere:

(2)
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and R being a system constant called critical radius, M. Hillert (1965) gave a
statistic model of normal GG in 3-dimensional case with the growth rate of:

d---; my (3)

Based on Hillert-model and taking into account anisotropic y and m, recently,
G. Abbruzzese, K. Liicke and H. Eichelkraut derived a statistical model
(AL-model) for the quantitative analysis of the effect of textures on GG. The
growth rate of grains with orientation H and size R is given as follows:

(dR]n =/tTtn(n i) (4,dt /i

where/I;/n and/n first defined by (Abbruzzese and Liicke, 1986; Eichelkraut,
Abruzzese and Liicke, 1988):

11H 2 , cp R m ), qg R,
()

K

and later modified to (Abbruzzese, Liicke and Eichelkraut, 1988):

"= Rm ’’ (6)
K 2 HK- /y.r= q, R,m qR,m’,"

K /
where is the grain size distribution nction defined as the grain number
fraction of the ofientation-se class [K, j], mn and yn are the mobility and the
specific bounda energy of the HK bounda section between a H-oriented grain
and a K-oriented neighbouring grain respectively, is the average energy of all
K-oented grains and the average specific bounda energy of the whole
stcture.
A different treatment of GG had been used by H. J. Bunge and E. Dahlem

(1987, 1988). For a considered grain v with orientation H, the boundaries which
surround grain v are called here "surrounding boundaries" and all boundaries
between the neighboung grains of v (e.g. the - and - bounda in
Figure 1) are called "radial boundaries." us, the balance of grain bounda
energy of the surrounding boundaes and the radial boundaes deteines the
groh or shrinkage of the considered grain. Assuming that all surrounding
boundaries of H-oriented grains have the same specific bounda energy of n
and mobility of ", and all radial boundaries have the same energy of , a
two-dimensional grain growth model has been developed by Bunge and Dahlem
(987):

1 1
/i Mn(fig i) (7)

with

Rcr 2- 2- (8)
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| N radial boundary

surrounding boundary

Figure 1 Description of grain boundaries.

It is well known that the driving force of the migration of a curved boundary
section is directed towards the centre of curvature of the boundary section with
the value on unit area of

P 1’ + (9)

with p and P2 being two principal curvature radii of the local GB. The migration
rate of the boundary section is then given by

v =mP=my + (10)

The growth rate of a grain is the aggregate effect of the local migration rates of all
boundary sections of the grain. Since the local boundary curvatures Pl and P2 are
practically unmeasurable, methods which need neither evaluation nor assumption
of boundary curvatures should be practically better for the analysis of GG.

In the present work, a new statistic model for GG in the presence of textures
will be developed using the method similar to Bunge’s, i.e. based on the analysis
of the changes of boundary energy. However, since both m and ), in Eq. (10)
could be different from one boundary section to another even for the same grain,
the grain growth rate will be calculated here by the average on the local migration
rate, not on the mobility and specific energy.

BASIC HYPOTHESES

The following statistical postulates are used in the present work:

(1) The local equilibrium hypothesis. It is considered that the local equilibrium
of GB holds at the intersect points and along the intersect lines.
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(2) The linear migration rate hypothesis. The local migration rate of a GB
section is assumed to be linearly proportional to the local driving force acting
on it, (cf. Equation (10)).
(3) The homogeneity hypothesis. It is supposed that all grains in a given
orientation-size class have the same orientation, size and surroundings, and
therefore the same growth rate in the statistic sense.

(4) The randomness hypothesis. It is assumed that the positions of grains in the
structure are statistically random. This means that the boundary area of a [H, i]
grain in contact with [K, ]] grains can be given by

with Si and Sj being the surface areas of i- or j-sized grain respectively.
(5) The boundary similarity hypothesis. This means in the present work that
any parameter about GBs that is invariant under a uniform magnification is
also independent of time.

Here the first four postulates have been used by most researchers (e.g.
Abbruzzese and Liicke, 1986) and the last one is included in the SSS (statistical
self-similarity) hypothesis, which was suggested by W. W. Mullins (1986) and
already proven by theoretical analyses, computer simulation results and direct
experimental observations (for further details see overview given by Mullins and
Vifials, 1989).
Two important conclusions can be deduced from the boundary similarity

hypothesis: firstly, the change of the radial radius r(s) at point s on the boundary
STM of grain v in contact with a neighbouring grain /, i.e. the change of the
distance between point s and the centre of grain v in an infinite short time At,
Ar(s), is linearly proportional to r(s):

Ar(s)
const. (s SV’) (12)

r(s)
and secondly, S TM is symmetrical about axis Q, which goes through the grain
centre and the centre of S TM, i.e. r(s) depends only on angle 0 between the radial
direction R and axis Q, (cf. Fig. 2).

The DERIVATION OF THE GRAIN GROWTH RATE

For a grain v in class [H, i] we consider first a boundary section contacting with a
neighbouring grain/t in class [K, j] with boundary area S TM, specific energy ),nr
and mobility being mhr. We assume that an infinitesimal boundary element ds at
point s on the boundary section STM moves outwards in the normal direction with
AZ(s) Ar(s)cos fl(s) (see Figure 1) in time At. According to Eq. (12) one has:

AZ(s) Ar(s)cos fl(s)o r(s)cos fl(s) (13)
For the sake of simplicity, we define

r*(s) r(s)cos fl(s) (14)
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Figure 2 Angles related to an infinitesimal bound-
ary element ds.

Therefore
r*(s)

AZ(s) AZTM

r*v’
(15)

with AZTM and" being the mean normal displacement and the mean projected
length of radial radii on normal directions of the GB section STM. According to
the boundary similarity hypothesis and Figure 2, the area ds can be given by:

r(O) dO
ds r(0)sin 0 d- (16)

COS fl
Hence the change of ds in time At should be

8(ds) sin 0
A(ds)

8r
Ar 2r(0)

cos/3
Ar dcp dO (17)

Integrating it over 0 and q on STM and using Eqs. (13), (14), (15) and (16) one
has

As . 2 ff r(o)
sin0

cos
Ar dc dO

SV

ff sin0
2 1"2(0) dc dO

r*v, cos flS,

AZ" R
2

r*--TM Sv" C AZ’STM

S (18)

with C1 being defined as

2S
C1 r,,,,R (19)
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It is clear that C1 is a dimensionless factor depending on the grain shape. For
spherical grains C1 8t and in all other cases C1 > 8t. Therefore, the change of
the surrounding boundary energy due to the migration of STM in time At is:

AE yHK ASVl CIyHK AZVZSvzR
S (20)

Meanwhile, the radial boundaries will be decreased due to the outward
migration of STM by area ASv. is leads to a corresponding decrease of
boundary energy by

AE= _xAS (21)
where r is used here as the statistical average value of the specific energies of
the considered radial boundaries since the orientations of neighbours
are indefinable at the moment. e change of the radial bounda can be given
approximately by:

AS L Ag (22)
Here L is the perimeter of STM, and AR" is the average displacement L" in the
radial direction. Because AR" is directly propoional to AZTM, while L" is
directly propoional to STM and inversely proportional to the sizes of grain v and, R and R", we have

AEz= 5- AZ’uSTM + (23)

with Cz being again a geometrical factor.
The work done by the driving force on bounda section STM in At, WTM, can be

represented either by the decrease of GB energy or by integrating the product of
the local driving force P(s) and the local bounda migration AZ(s) on

/-
WTM -(AE’" + AE’) | P(s) AZ(s) ds

Since P(s) is proportional to AZ(s) we have:

e(s) P’’ r*(s)__
r*

with PV" being the average driving force defined by

1 fs e(s) dsp S---
Using Eqs. (15), (24) and (25), we have:

W. C3P.S. AZ.
with

r*($)]2c3 fs., [ ,,, j
ds

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)
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being also a dimensionless factor which represents the variation of r*(s) in STM

and equals to unity if S TM is a spherical section with the centre at the grain centre,
and some what larger than one in all other cases.

Inserting Eqs. (20), (23) and (27) into Eq. (24), we obtain

C_ (1 1) CIR’,r (29)=+ cs
Here since both C and C3 are geometrical factors representing the deviations of
grains from spheres, as a reasonable approximations we assume CI[C=8r.
Defining furthermore C’= C[C3, the average driving force acting on 8TM per
area can be written as:

#v= c,K( 1 1) R’ynK (30)+ -8
evolume change rate of grain v caused by the migration of S TM is then given by

dV nK (P(s) SmnrTM

dt
m

s

C’mUKsTM + 8mUKyKRTM (31)S

Now we e considering not only the bounda between v and # but all
boundaries between [H, /]-grains like and [K, j]-grains like #. us in the
statistical sense the average bounda area between one [H, /]-grain and its
[K, ]-neighour ing S aana y eq. (1). Oing S intaa of S’ in eq.
(31) and summing it over K and j one obtains:

nr"nr/1(dV)n C’ Z m Sq + 8 mnKynronKao gi (32)

According to the definitions of R and nKSq Eqs. (2) and (11), we have the
average growth rate of grains in class [H, i]:

(dR]n= 1 (dV)n=e+e 2-- (33)
kdt], 4Rkdt/i R-gi

where the growth parameters , and n are called "paial diffusivities"
since they have the same dimension of disivity, [L2T-], and are defined by

e7 c Z ZR" ;R2
K tK

e cZ Z R R 34)
g

; Kjm y /J

K2

K

with C C’(S/4R) being a geometrical constant depending on the grain size
distribution of the system and having the value around unity. By the condition of
volume consolation during GG the constant C can be easily determined.
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DISCUSSIONS

The process of grain growth is in principle the diffusion of GBs in a grain
structure. Being different from the diffusion of an atom, which can be considered
as a "null-dimensional" point, grain growth is the diffusion with "two-
dimensional" grain boundaries. Since all GBs construct an interconnected net
spreading over the structure, the growth rate of a grain, i.e. the diffusion of the
GBs of any grain must be connected with the nature of the whole grain structure,
not only of its neighbouring grains. One recognizes that the partial diffusivities
defined above are the averages of my with the boundary area as weight factors, so
that they are of rather "systematically integrated" nature. Moreover, the partial
diffusivities ( and ( have a bearing on the radial boundary energy r while
/tt4 on the "surrounding" boundary energy ,t4r with the boundary mobility mHr

as the same dynamic magnifictor. This can be easily understood since the driving
force of a grain boundary is originated from the boundary curvature which is
related with the equilibrium between the surrounding and radial boundaries along
the lines or points where the boundaries are intersected.
For a better understandin.$ of the new model the following interpretations of

Eq. (33) can be given. 191’/R is the effect socalled "shrinking-force" on the
grain. It has always a negative sign and is inversely proportional to the size of the
grain. If a grain were affected no other force, i.e. if the average specific boundary
energy of the system were so small that it could be neglected in comparison with
the specific boundary energy of the considered grain, the grain would remain in a
spherical form with the boundary curvature equal to its radius. In this extreme
case such a grain will always shrink away with the "growth" rate according to Eq.
(33) and (34):

(dR)H M
--i--2--R-i- (when-0) (35)

One can easily see that this is equivalent to Eq. (10) since in the considered case
P P2 -R and my =/.
However, since the total grain volume of the structure must remain constant

during GG, another force in the opposite direction of the shrinking-force must
exist, which pulls the grain boundary outwards. This force is called "growing-
force" and originates from the energy of grain boundaries besides the surround-
ing boundary of the considered grain itself. The growing-force is represented in
Eq. (33) by two terms: t// and t/R. The former is related to the grain
boundary energy per volume of the system and is independent on size of the
considered grain. The later is related to the "density" of the radial boundaries of
the considered grain, since it is the radial boundary through which the
growing-force affects on the grain. Because large grains have large (average)
boundary section areas in the statistic sense, the radial boundary "density" of
large grains is small, and thus the growing-force affecting on unit boundary is
small. Hence the second growing-force term is inversely proportional to the grain
size R.

It is well known that the mobility and specific energy of a large-angle GB are
larger than those of a small-angle GB. The simulation by Eichelkraut (1988)
shows that a large-angle boundary has a mobility up to 9 times as large as a
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small-angle boundary. The difference of the specific energy between different
boundaries is much smaller than the difference in mobility, and in principle can
not be larger than two times. Just because of this, the specific boundary energy is
considered as a constant in many old GG models. Here we must point out,
however, that in spite of its small difference the specific boundary energy has a
rather large effect on the process of GG. Large grains in a structure can therefore
grow only because the energy increase due to the increase of the surrounding
boundary area during their growth is smaller than the energy decrease caused by
the decrease of the radial boundary area. In the case of constant , the critical
radius of GG, Rcr, is then determined only by the grain size distribution and is a
universal constant for the structure at a certain time. Grains larger than Rcr will
grow and others will shrink.
But this principle does not hold for a textured structure. To understand this

one can see a 2-dimensional example shown in Figure 3 where two 8-sided grains
have the same size but different orientation (A- and B-orientation respectively),
and both grains are surrounded by other A-oriented grains. If yaB 1.6y,A, the
A grain with the inner angle of 120 has concave boundaries (Figure 3a) and the B
grain with the inner angle of

2 arccos
2y4. 144, (36)

has convex boundaries (Figure 3b). Thus the A grain will grow and the B grain
will shrink with time. Generally, in a 2-dimensional case, considering a N-sided
regular (but with curved boundaries) grain with the surrounding boundary energy
being Ys (in Figure 3b Ys yAB) and the radial boundary energy being )’R (in
Figure 3b ),R yat), since the boundary inner angle necessary for the equi-
librium of the boundary tensions at the triple points is

2 arccos r 2 arcsin (37)

a. [A] grain surrounded by [A] grains b. [B] grain surrounded by [A] grains

Figare 3 An example to show the dependence of boundary curvatures on grain orientations. (a) the
boundary energy is a constant, an 8-sided grain will be concave and so that grow as indicated by J. yon
Neumann, while (b) if the radial boundary energy is larger than the surrounding boundary energy, a
grain with more than 6 sides can be also convex and shrink.
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and the inner angle for a N-sided regular grain with straight boundaries is
r- 2rIN, one obtains the critical grain side:

N= r/arcsin () (38)

Grains with N > Ncr have concave boundaries and will grow while those with
N < Ncr will be convex and shrink. In textureless eases it is generally assumed that
?R =?S ?, SO one has from Eq. (38) Ncr 6 as being indicated by Neumann’s
law Eq. (1). However, in a textured structure grain boundary energy is
anisotropie, the growth behaviour of any grain is therefore not only dependent on
its geometric characters such as size and shape, but also strongly dependent on
the orientations of itseff as well as its neighboufing grains.
As an example the experimental results with 95% rolled, 300C reeystallized

and subsequently 450C annealed AI-3%Mg pure binary alloy are given in Figure
4 for texture analysis and Figure 5 for the GG kinetics. The figures show that the
process of GG can be divided into three stages. Stage I can be called "texture
strengthening stage" because the volume percentage of the major component
(cube texture) increases during this stage, although the average grain size of the
minor component (Q and R texture with Eulefian angles of (65, 10, 0) and
(60, 33, 55) respectively),/+a, increases much faster than that of the cube
texture, /cub. During stage II the volume of cube component decreases
dramatically from about 95% to null, so that it is called "texture change stage."
And in stage III only one texture component i.e. Q + R component remains in
the system. It is therefore called "one component stage."
To understand the nature of the experimental result in the view of the new

model, the partial diffusivities of both components are calculated according to
Eq. (34) with being obtained experimentally and mar and yHr being given by
the computer simulations (Zhao, 1990), and plotted in Figure 6 vs. annealing
time.

anneal, time

O"

55"

20 s 160 s

15 80/
130

4O

640 s 1280

Figure 4 The texture development during annealing at 450C of AI-3%Mg samples pre-treated with
95% rolling and 300C recrystallization. The textures are given in the form of true ODFs with the
sections of 02 0 and 55.
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The grain growth kinetics of AI-3%Mg samples during annealing at 450C.

At the beginning of the annealing the grain size of cube texture is similar to
that of Q + R component. As the major component, cube grains have statistically
boundaries with low mobility and low energy, which means first that the
boundary migration and thus the grain growth rate for cube component will be
slow and second that the number of cube grains which can grow will be large
since they have low energy surrounding boundaries. In Figure 6 one sees that the
partial diffusivities of cube component have small but similar values, which
indicates according to Eq. (33) that for cube component grains with size slightly
over/ are large enough to grow. In other side for Q and R oriented grains, from
Figure 6 one sees that all three partial diffusivities have high values, which is
contributed mainly by the high mobility of the large angle GBs surrounded Q + R
grains. But this does not mean that all Q + R grains have high growing rate.
Because of the high surrounding boundary energy, Q + R grains are affected by
very strong shrinking forces, as one sees in Figure 6 that K/o/s is remarkably
higher than (+R and (2+R. Therefore according to_Eq. (33), for Q + R
component only a few grains with sizes much larger than R can grow during GG,
while the most Q + R grains will shrink although they are probably larger than
the growing cube grains.

It can be then concluded that due to the effect of texture, at the beginning of
annealing, a lot of cube grains grow but slowly, and a few large Q + R grains
grow fast but most Q + R grains will shrink rapidly. Therefore in stage I of GG,
the volume of cube component goes up but the size of cube grains increases very
slowly, and Q + R component decreases in volume but increases very fast in
average grain size, which is originated not only by the fast growing rate of the
large Q + R grains but also by the vanishing of the (relative) small Q + R grains.
As cube texture strengthens the effect of texture increases, so one sees from
Figure 6 that the difference on partial ditiusivities between cube and Q + R
components is enlarged during stage I of GG.
At the end of stage I, /O+R is about four times as Due to the high

boundary mobility a few very large Q + R grains grow very fast at the cost of the
small cube grains, which leads to a strong secondary recrystallization in stage II
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lrngure 6
450C.

0

Relative partial diffusivities of both components of AI-3%Mg samples during annealing at

with two significant features (see Figure 5b): a texture change with the result of
the vanishing of the cube texture and a high peak in the r-curve when the
number of the small cube grains approaches to the number of the large Q + R
oriented grains. The change of the partial diffusivities during stage II indicates
that the cube GBs will move faster than before but they move practically all
inwards leading to the shrinkage of cube grains. In the other side, for Q + R
component the descent of Q+Kimplies that since more and more growing grains
meet them each other, their growth rates are largely reduced as one sees from
Figure 5b.

After the texture Change stage only a few very large Q + R grains remain in the
system. In stage III because of the large grain sizes and the low boundary
mobility, the grain growth rate is very small.
As to the phenomenon of texture strengthening during GG, one can see from

the above discussion that it is caused directly by the anisotropy of grain boundary
energy and is an important cause of the texture induced secondary recrystalliza-
tion, since the texture strengthening enlarges the difference on partial diffusivities
between both texture components. This argument is contradictory to the common
sense that the volume percentage of the minor component always increases
during GG in a textured system (Eichelkraut, Abbruzzese and Liicke 1988;
Eichelkraut, 1988). However it is a logical and reasonable inference from our
model, and has been also found experimentally, e.g. in AI-Mg and AI-Mn alloys
(Zhao, 1990; Heckelmann et al., 1990).

CONCLUSIONS

The process of grain growth in the presence of textures has been statistically
analysed based on the consideration of total free energy change of the system
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during the migration of grain boundaries. The presently developed grain growth
model indicates that the difference of specific grain boundary energy plays a
rather important roll in the process of texture controlled grain growth. A
quantitative analysis shows that the large difference in specific boundary energy
caused by the presence of strong textures is a hindrance effect on the grain growth
of the minor texture component since its critical radius is much larger than that of
the major component. Thus texture strengthening during grain growth can occur
when the texture after the primary recrystallization is strong enough, which in
turn, leads to the secondary recrystallization with a drastic texture change during
the subsequent annealing.
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